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1.0 About Mock Recall

The mock recall environment has been created so that when initiating annual or 6 monthly mock recalls within your organisation you are able incorporate the GS1 Recall system.

Mock Recall has all the same features of the live platform, with the main differences being that notifications are not sent to the FSANZ or ACCC and all email notifications released clearly states that the notification is part of a mock recall.

**THIS IS A MOCK NOTIFICATION**

Dear Christopher,

**ACTION REQUIRED**

The following GS1 Recall notification requires approval:

- Notification ID: 93123450100351114
- Reference ID: 006174-00
- Issuing Company: GS1 Australia Limited
- Notification Title: Recall (Consumer Level) Food and Beverage GS1 Baked Beans - Hepburn

These features make the GS1 Mock Recall Platform ideal for training sessions.

2.0 Accessing the Mock Recall area

To access ‘Mock Recall’ please ensure you click on Access Mock Recall.

Once you are in the mock recall platform, please see chapter three and four regarding initiating and receiving notifications as both the live and mock platform are the same in this sense.

You can identify you are in the Mock recall environment by the blue banner at the bottom of the screen and the title ‘Mock Recall Health’ also in blue.
NOTE: The ‘Settings’ option doesn’t exist in the Mock environment because all Mock settings are accessible through the ‘Settings’ option in the production environment.

3.0  Returning to the Live Platform

To get back to the Production environment click on ‘Return to Product Recall’.